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(57) ABSTRACT 

A dispensing pump implemented as modular functional unit 
comprises a piston body (10) having a piston section (11) 
and a cylinder body (20) having a cylinder section (21). The 
piston section (11) is slidably accommodated in the cylinder 
section (21). Both said elements de?ne a pump chamber (30) 
together. An inlet channel (24) and an outlet channel (14) are 
connected via the pump chamber (30). A respective check 
valve (31, 32) is arranged in each of said channels (14, 24). 
Limiting devices (12, 22), Which are adapted to be brought 
into engagement With one another, are provided on said 
piston body (10) and said cylinder body (20). In addition, a 
dispenser and a dispenser unit-assembly system are sug 
gested. 
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DISPENSING PUMP, DISPENSER AND DISPENSER 
UNIT-ASSEMBLY 

[0001] The present invention relates to dispensers operat 
ing according to the pump principle. In addition, the present 
invention refers to a dispensing pump itself as Well as to a 
dispenser unit-assembly. 

[0002] Dispensers operating according to the pump prin 
ciple are generally knoWn from the prior art. Such dispensers 
are provided With a pumping head and a storage container 
connected thereto. Up to noW, the storage container and the 
pumping head have, hoWever, been individually adapted to 
one another in the case of such dispensers so that one 
pumping head alWays matches only one speci?c storage 
container. The design and manufacturing expenditure for 
such dispensers is correspondingly high. 

[0003] In vieW of the manifold possibilities of use of 
dispensers, there is, hoWever, an interest in reducing this 
expenditure. 

[0004] Hence, it is the object of the present invention to 
create a dispensing pump having manifold uses. Further 
more, it is the object of the present invention to provide a 
suitable dispenser as Well as a dispenser unit-assembly. 

[0005] This object is achieved by a dispensing pump 
implemented as modular functional unit and comprising a 
piston body having a piston section and a cylinder body 
having a cylinder section, said piston section being slidably 
accommodated in said cylinder section and both said ele 
ments de?ning a pump chamber together, further comprising 
an inlet channel and an outlet channel connected via the 
pump chamber, a respective check valve being arranged in 
each of said channels, and still further comprising a resetting 
device arranged betWeen the piston body and the cylinder 
body as Well as limiting devices Which are provided on said 
piston body and said cylinder body and Which are adapted to 
be brought into engagement With one another. 

[0006] In this Way, a particularly compact dispensing 
pump is obtained, Which is adapted to be used With a large 
number of dispensers Whose head piece and storage con 
tainer can have an arbitrary structural design. 

[0007] Preferably, the limiting devices come into contact 
With one another When the maximum pump-chamber vol 
ume has been reached so as to limit the relative movement 
betWeen the piston body and the cylinder body beyond the 
maximum pump-chamber volume. Due to the fact that the 
limiting devices are formed on the piston and on the cylinder 
body, additional holding elements, Which are often used in 
the prior art, can be avoided. This Will reduce the variety of 
parts used in the dispensing pump so that it Will suffice to 
have a smaller number of parts in stock and so that a more 
ef?cient assembly Will be possible. The limiting devices also 
serve the purpose of preventing the pump from falling apart. 

[0008] Preferably, the piston body and the cylinder body 
are each bell-shaped, one of them being inside the other, said 
piston body and said cylinder body de?ning the modular 
dispensing pump. The limiting projections restrict the 
mamximum pump-chamber volume. Due to the bell-shaped 
con?guration, the dispensing pump has a capsular structural 
design on the outer side thereof, Which contributes to a 
reduction of the structural volume. A dispensing pump 
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having this kind of structural design can be used With a great 
variety of different dispensers. 

[0009] The axial overall length of the dispensing pump is 
shorter in the compressed condition than in the extended 
condition Where the pump chamber has its maximum vol 
ume. Hence, the dispensing pump can be used With dispens 
ers in Which, When a dispensing key is being pressed doWn, 
also the outlet opening moves as Well as With dispensers in 
Which the outlet opening is not movable. 

[0010] Preferably, the tWo check valves of the dispensing 
pump are implemented as annular gap valves With annular 
valve bodies. This permits the medium to How uniformly 
into the pump chamber and a discharge channel so that, 
especially in the case of pasty media, asymmetric dead Zones 
in the How path Will be avoided. 

[0011] According to a further advantageous embodiment 
of the present invention, the limiting devices on the piston 
body and the cylinder body are provided as projections on 
opposed Walls, said projections being in sliding engagement 
With the respective opposed Wall so as to improve the 
guiding effect and so as to prevent the piston-cylinder 
arrangement from tilting. This permits a long service life of 
the re-usable dispensing pump. 

[0012] The above-mentioned object is also achieved by a 
dispenser for dispensing ?oWable, e.g. ?uid and/or pasty 
media, said dispenser comprising a storage container pro 
vided With a storage chamber for accommodating the 
medium to be dispensed, a head piece provided With a 
dispensing opening, and a pumping means provided With a 
pump chamber delimited by check valves on the inlet as Well 
as on the outlet side thereof, the pumping means being 
implemented as a modular dispensing pump and being 
adapted to be connected to the head piece and/or the storage 
container via locking connections or screW connections. 

[0013] Due to the fact that the storage chamber provided 
in the storage container is delimited by an outer Wall of the 
dispensing pump in the axial direction, a corresponding Wall 
on the storage container can be dispensed With. The storage 
container can thus be manufactured more easily. Due to the 
modular structural design of the storage container, the 
dispensing pump and the head piece, the dispensing pump 
can be assembled separately from the other parts so that, 
subsequently, it can be assembled With the storage container 
and the head piece in an ef?cient manner. 

[0014] In the above-mentioned dispenser, the storage con 
tainer is preferably implemented as a cylindrical body 
having at the top end thereof an upper opening, Which 
extends across the Whole cross-section of the storage cham 
ber. For example, a folloW-up piston delimiting the storage 
chamber or an insert container With a folloW-up piston can 
be inserted into the storage container from the top end 
thereof in this Way. The storage container can then also be 
?lled from this side so that all the assembly steps can be 
carried out from the same side of the storage container. 

[0015] According to a preferred embodiment of the dis 
penser, the head piece is ?xed directly to the storage 
container in the assembled condition. Forces acting on the 
head piece from outside can thus be prevented from being 
transmitted directly on the dispensing pump. In addition, the 
?xing force that can be realiZed betWeen the head piece and 
the storage container is stronger than the ?xing force Which 
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could be realized if the head piece Were ?xed directly to the 
dispensing pump, since, if the dispenser is reused, ie if the 
storage container is exchanged or re?lled and the head piece 
released, there Will be no risk of damage being caused to the 
dispensing pump. Hence, a stronger ?xing force betWeen the 
head piece and the storage container can be chosen so that 
the head piece is saveguarded against being lost With a high 
degree of reliability. 

[0016] Preferably, the separate dispensing pump is pro 
vided With at least one fastening projection abutting on the 
storage container and on the head piece in the assembled 
condition. This has the effect that the dispensing pump is 
secured in position in the dispenser Without being ?xedly 
connected to the head piece or the storage container. This 
Will substantially simplify the assembly, since the dispens 
ing pump only has to be inserted betWeen the storage 
container and the head piece, Whereas the ?xing in position 
of said dispensing pump Will be effected by ?xing the head 
piece to the storage container. Alternatively, the dispensing 
pump part arranged on the side of the storage chamber can 
also be secured to the storage container itself. 

[0017] According to one advantageous further develop 
ment of the dispenser, a belloWs enclosing the medium to be 
dispensed is arranged in the storage container. The medium 
to be dispensed is therefore no longer in direct contact With 
the inner Wall of the storage container, but the storage 
chamber is provided Within the belloWs. This permits simple 
and neat ?lling and especially re?lling of the storage con 
tainer. 

[0018] Furthermore, the above-mentioned object is 
achieved by a dispenser unit-assembly system comprising 
head pieces, storage containers and at least one pumping 
means or dispensing pump, a respective head piece, storage 
container and dispensing pump de?ning together a dispenser 
in the case of Which various head pieces can be combined 
With the same pumping means. 

[0019] Advantageous further developments of the present 
invention are disclosed in the additional subclaims and the 
description folloWing hereinbeloW. 

[0020] In the folloWing, the present invention Will noW be 
described on the basis of embodiments making reference to 
the draWing, in Which: 

[0021] FIG. 1 shoWs a ?rst embodiment of a dispenser in 
the assembled condition, 

[0022] FIG. 2 shoWs a sectional vieW of the dispensing 
pump according to FIG. 1, 

[0023] FIG. 3 shoWs a second embodiment of a dispenser 
in the assembled condition, 

[0024] FIG. 4 shoWs a side vieW of the dispensing pump 
according to FIG. 3, 

[0025] FIG. 5 shoWs a sectional vieW of the belloWs of 
FIG. 3 in the full and in the empty condition, 

[0026] FIG. 6 shoWs a ?rst head piece for the dispenser 
shoWn in FIG. 3, 

[0027] FIG. 7 shoWs a second head piece for the dispenser 
shoWn in FIG. 3, 

[0028] FIG. 8 shoWs a dispenser unit-assembly system 
comprising various head pieces, dispensing pumps and 
storage containers. 
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[0029] The dispenser in FIG. 1 is composed of a storage 
container 1, a head piece 2 and a pumping means or 
dispensing pump 3. The storage container 1 is implemented 
as an essentially cylinderlike body having a storage chamber 
5 provided therein. This storage chamber 5 is delimited by 
a folloW-up piston 4 on the bottom side thereof. At the top 
end of the storage container an upper opening 6 is provided 
into Which the dispensing pump 3 can be inserted. The 
folloW-up piston 4 can be introduced in the storage container 
through the upper opening 6. Said upper opening 6 is also 
used for ?lling the storage container shoWn. In the embodi 
ment shoWn, the storage container is closed by a Wall on the 
bottom side thereof, said Wall having only provided therein 
a vent. This is particularly advantageous in cases Where, as 
Will be shoWn in the second embodiment described herein 
beloW, a belloWs containing the medium to be dispensed is 
inserted in the storage container 1. The bottom Wall then also 
serves to protect the belloWs. Alternatively, the storage 
container can, hoWever, be implemented in the usual Way 
Without a bottom Wall; in this case, the storage container Will 
be ?lled and the folloW-up piston 4 Will be inserted from the 
bottom side. 

[0030] The interior of the storage container 1 is delimited 
by an outer Wall of the dispensing pump 3 in the axial 
direction at the top end thereof. This dispensing pump is 
shoWn in detail in FIG. 2. It comprises a piston body 10 With 
a piston section 11 and a cylinder body 20 With a cylinder 
section 21. The piston section 11 is slidably received in the 
cylinder section 21, a pump chamber 30 being de?ned 
betWeen these tWo components. This pump chamber con 
nects an inlet channel 24 and an outlet channel 14. Each of 
these channels has arranged therein a check valve 31, 32. 
Both check valves are installed such that they open in the 
same direction, ie in the dispensing direction. In addition, 
a resetting device, preferably a cylindrical spring, is 
arranged betWeen the piston body 10 and the cylinder body 
20 in such a Way that it acts on the piston body 10 and the 
cylinder body 20 in a direction in Which the pump chamber 
is enlarged so as to re?ll said pump chamber 30 after a pump 
stroke in the course of Which the pump-chamber volume is 
reduced. Instead of a cylindrical spring 40 also other elastic 
elements can be used as a resetting device. 

[0031] For limiting the maximum pump-chamber volume, 
limiting devices are provided on the piston body 10 and the 
cylinder body 20, said limiting devices coming into contact 
With one another When the maximum pump-chamber vol 
ume has been reached. In the embodiment shoWn, the 
limiting devices are implemented as projections 12, 22 on 
opposed Walls 13, 23 of the piston body 10 and of the 
cylinder body 20. Each of these projections 12, 22 is in 
sliding engagement With the respective opposed Wall so that 
the piston section 11 Will be guided more stably on the 
cylinder section 21. The projections 12, 22, Which can e.g. 
also be implemented as annular projections, prevent the 
dispensing pump 3 from falling apart. Their ramplike struc 
tural design permits easy assembly of the piston body 10 and 
of the cylinder body 20, simply by attaching one element to 
the other, Whereby the ramps Will snap in position one 
behind the other. 

[0032] The piston body 10 and the cylinder body 20 are 
each bell-shaped. They are in engagement With one another 
and delimit the dispensing pump toWards the outside so that 
a capsular housing is formed. Due to the fact that the 
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projections 12, 22 are provided on radial Walls 13, 23, a 
displacement of the piston body relative to the cylinder body 
results in a reduction of the aXial length of the pump in the 
compressed condition, ie in the case of the minimum 
pump-chamber volume. 

[0033] A radial outer Wall 26 of the cylinder body 20 is 
additionally provided With at least one fastening projection 
25, Which may, for eXample, also be implemented as an 
annular projection. This fastening projection serves to 
secure the dispensing pump 3 in position in the installed 
condition betWeen the head piece 2 and the storage container 
1. 

[0034] In the embodiment shoWn according to FIG. 1, the 
check valves 31, 32 are implemented as annular-gap valves 
provided With an annular valve body 35, 35‘, each of said 
annular valve bodies 35, 35‘ covering an annular gap 36, 36‘ 
of the inlet and outlet channels 14, 24, respectively. The 
check valve 32 arranged in the inlet channel 24 is secured in 
position on the cylinder body 20 by means of a retaining ring 
34. The check valve 31 located on the side of the outlet 
channel 14 rests on the piston section 11, Which is here 
implemented as a separate piston 11‘ attached to a outlet 
channel section. By means of the radially symmetric struc 
tural design of the dispensing pump 3, a homogeneous 
dispensing behaviour is achieved. The dispensing pump 3 is, 
hoWever, not limited to radially symmetric structural 
designs, but it may also have an arbitrary, e.g. square or 
polygonal cross-sectional shape. Instead of the annular-gap 
valves shoWn, also other knoWn check valves, e.g. ?ap 
valves, may be used. 

[0035] Furthermore, the piston 11‘ can be formed inte 
grally With the piston body 10. Akinematic reversal of the 
dispensing pump 3 With a reversal of the opening direction 
of the check valves is possible as Well. The fastening 
projections 25 should then be attached to the stationary part. 
All the components Which are to be interconnected are 
preferably implemented as a snap-in connection so that the 
components can be assembled easily by joining them aXi 
ally; this can also be done in an automated operation. 

[0036] The dispensing pump 3 is folloWed by the head 
piece 2 comprising a movable part 7, a holding element 8 
and a cap 9. The movable part 7 is provided With a 
dispensing channel leading to an outlet opening. In the 
embodiment shoWn, the outlet opening is additionally pro 
vided With an automatically closing sealing-lip valve Which 
prevents an ingress of foreign particles in the dispensing 
channel. The movable part 7 is movably arranged on the 
holding element 8 in the aXial direction of the dispenser, 
Which eXtends parallel to the aXial direction of the dispens 
ing pump, and is protected against removal toWards the top 
in FIG. 1. The holding element 8 is provided With a 
fastening section, Which is arranged on the holding-element 
end facing the storage container and through Which said 
holding element can be secured to a fastening section 
provided in the area of the upper opening 6 of the storage 
container 1. 

[0037] In the assembled condition of the dispenser, the 
fastening projection 25 of the dispensing pump is secured in 
position betWeen the holding element of the head piece 2 and 
the upper edge of the storage container 1. When the dis 
penser is being assembled, the dispensing pump 3 can 
therefore be attached loosely to the storage container 1. The 
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fastening is then effected simultaneously With the fastening 
of the head piece 2 on the storage container 1; for this 
purpose, a snap-in connection is preferably used, Which 
permits the head piece to be simply pressed onto the storage 
container. The fastening device can be implemented such 
that it is releasable so as to permit the dispensing head, ie 
the dispensing pump 3 and the head piece 2, to be reused. In 
the ?rst embodiment shoWn, no positive-engagement fas 
tening means are necessary betWeen the dispensing pump 3 
and the storage container 1 and the dispensing pump 3 and 
the head piece 2. 

[0038] Although the dispensing channel of the movable 
part is connected to the outlet channel 14 of the dispensing 
pump 3, forces applied to the head piece 2 from outside Will 
be dissipated via the storage container 1 due to the fact that 
the head piece 2 is connected to said storage container 1. 

[0039] Afurther embodiment is shoWn in FIGS. 3 to 7, the 
head pieces shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 7 being mutually 
exchangeable. 

[0040] The dispenser in FIG. 3 has, fundamentally, the 
same structural design as the dispenser in FIG. 1 so that only 
the differences eXisting With respect to the dispenser shoWn 
in FIG. 1 Will be discussed in the folloWing. 

[0041] The dispensing pump 3 of the second embodiment 
is provided With a bell-shaped fastening ?ange 125 on the 
cylinder body 120, instead of the fastening projection 25 on 
the cylinder body 20, said fastening ?ange 125 surrounding 
the actual pump capsule radially. The circumference of the 
fastening ?ange 125 is provided With a stop 126 and With a 
fastening section 127 through Which the dispensing pump 3 
is adapted to be ?xed in the area of the upper opening 106 
of the storage container. On the opposite side of the stop 126, 
a further fastening section 128 is provided through Which a 
cap 109 surrounding the actual head piece 102 can releas 
ably be attached to the dispensing pump 3. 

[0042] BetWeen the actual pump capsule 129, Whose 
structural design can correspond to that of the dispensing 
pump shoWn in FIG. 2, and the fastening ?ange 125 an 
annular gap is formed into Which a radial circumferential 
section 102d of the head piece 102 eXtends. 

[0043] A ?rst head piece 102 Which is adapted to be used 
in combination With the dispensing pump is shoWn in FIG. 
6. This head piece has a substantially caplike shape on the 
end face 102a of Which an outlet opening 102d is provided, 
Which is protected against the ingress of foreign bodies by 
an automatically closing valve. A dispensing channel 102c 
leads to said outlet opening 102b, said dispensing channel 
being coupled to the outlet channel 114 of the dispensing 
pump in the attached condition of the head piece. 

[0044] A second head piece 202 is shoWn in FIG. 7. This 
head piece 202, Which has a caplike shape as Well, is 
provided With an applicator 202a Which is inclined relative 
to the aXial direction of the dispenser. An outlet opening 
202b is provided on one end of the applicator 202a, said 
outlet opening 202b being connected to the outlet channel 
114 of the dispensing pump via a dispensing channel 202c. 

[0045] In the embodiments shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 7, the 
head piece serves simultaneously as a dispensing key. The 
dispensing pump shoWn in FIG. 4 can, hoWever, be coupled 
With any head piece having a knoWn structural design, 
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provided that the connecting dimensions between a dispens 
ing channel of the head piece and the outlet channel 114 
match. 

[0046] As has been shown in the ?rst embodiment, the 
storage container 101 can be implemented with a follow-up 
piston 104, the medium to be dispensed being then ?lled 
directly into the storage chamber. 

[0047] In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 3 and 5, a 
bellows 150, which accommodates the medium to be dis 
pensed, is inserted into the storage chamber. The storage 
container 101 primarily serves to protect the bellows 150, 
which is preferably implemented as a corrugated bellows. 
The bellows 150 is adapted to be inserted into the storage 
container through the upper opening 106 and is additionally 
provided with a holding section 151 by means of which said 
bellows can be ?xed to the storage container 101. The 
holding section 151 is preferably implemented as a separate 
retaining ring which is attached to a connection piece 152 of 
the bellows 150 via a snap-in connection and which is 
releasably secured in position in the storage container 101 
through a further snap-in connection. The connection piece 
152 of the bellows 150 is sealingly connected to the inlet 
channel 124 of the dispensing pump in the assembled 
condition of the dispenser. On the side loacted opposite the 
connection piece, the bellows is provided with a bottom 
?ange 154 ful?lling here the function of the follow-up 
piston. The bottom ?ange 154 is provided with a ?exible 
radially outer annular section 155 which is followed by the 
radial boundary wall of the bellows. When the bellows 150 
is being emptied, this radial wall is folded up. For permitting 
orderly folding, preformed folds 156 are provided on the 
radial wall. This prevents the radial wall from closing the 
connection piece 152 prematurely under unfavourable con 
ditions. For guaranteeing that the corrugated bellows is 
emptied as completely as possible, the annular section 155 
is ?exible so that, when the bellows has been emptied, said 
annular section can be deformed towards the bottom side, 
whereas a rigid part 157 of the bottom wall can be sucked 
up to the connection ?ange 152. 

[0048] As has already been stated hereinbefore, various 
head pieces can be combined with the dispensing pump 3. 
Likewise, a storage container 101 with a corrugated bellows 
150 can be used instead of a storage container 1 with a 
follow-up piston. 
[0049] This modular structural design shown in FIG. 8 
permits, in the form of a dispenser unit-assembly system, an 
individual adaptation of the dispensers to various products, 
without any necessity of developing a completely new 
dispenser for this purpose. A dispenser can therefore easily 
be adapted to the medium to be dispensed, the desired 
volumetric delivery per dispensing stroke, or the volume 
stored in the storage container, without any problems aris 
mg. 

[0050] Especially the head piece can individually be 
adapted to the respective requirements with regard to the 
direction of the dispensing opening as well as with regard to 
the use of opening valves. The head pieces are not limited to 
those having a dispensing opening which is moved together 
with a dispensing key, but they may also comprise head 
pieces of the type having a stationary dispensing opening. 

[0051] It follows that the dispensing system consisting of 
head pieces, storage containers and at least one dispensing 
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pump permits a plurality of head pieces 2;102;202 to be 
combined with the same dispensing pump. Likewise, dif 
ferent storage containers can be combined with the dispens 
ing pump. 

[0052] As can be seen in the ?rst embodiment, the head 
pieces can be implemented such that they can be ?Xed 
directly to the storage container. The individual modules of 
the dispensing system can be implemented in accordance 
with the respective dispensing pumps and dispensers and 
their components, which are claimed in the present appli 
cation, but they are not limited to those. 

[0053] The dispensing pump 3 of the dispenser unit 
assembly system is adaptable, depending on the siZe and the 
diameter of the storage container. For this purpose it will 
suf?ce to replace, according to requirements, one cylinder 
body 20 by another cylinder body 120 provided with a 
fastening ?ange 125. All the other components of the 
dispensing pump 3 can be used with either cylinder body. 

[0054] Preferably, all the components of the dispensing 
pump, of the dispenser and of the dispenser unit-assembly 
system can be produced as injection-moulded parts, also as 
injection-moulded parts consisting of plastic material that 
can be recycled. For the resetting device some other material 
may be chosen as well. 

1. A dispensing pump implemented as modular functional 
unit and comprising a piston body (10) having a piston 
section (11) and a cylinder body (20) having a cylinder 
section (21), said piston section (11) being slidably accom 
modated in said cylinder section (21) and both said elements 
de?ning a pump chamber (30) together, further comprising 
an inlet channel (24) and an outlet channel (14) connected 
via the pump chamber (30), a respective check valve (31, 32) 
being arranged in each of said channels (14, 24), and still 
further comprising a resetting device (40) arranged between 
the piston body (10) and the cylinder body (20) as well as 
limiting devices (12, 22) which are provided on said piston 
body (10) and said cylinder body (20) and which are adapted 
to be brought into engagement with one another. 

2. A dispensing pump according to claim 1, characteriZed 
in that the limiting devices (12, 22) come into contact with 
one another when the maXimum pump-chamber volume has 
been reached so as to limit the relative movement between 
the piston body (10) and the cylinder body (20) beyond a 
maXimum pump-chamber volume. 

3. A dispensing pump according to claim 1 or 2, charac 
teriZed in that the piston body (10) and the cylinder body 
(20) are each bell-shaped, one of them being inside the other, 
and that they de?ne the modular dispensing pump. 

4. A dispensing pump according to one of the claims 1 to 
3, characteriZed in that the limiting devices are provided as 
projections (12, 22) on opposed walls (13, 23) of the piston 
body (10) and of the cylinder body (20) and that they 
slidingly engage the respective opposed wall (23, 13). 

5. A dispensing pump according to one of the claims 1 to 
4, characteriZed in that each check valve (31, 32) is imple 
mented as an annular gap valve provided with an annular 
valve body (35, 35‘), each of said annular valve bodies (35, 
35‘) covering an annular gap (36, 36‘) of the inlet and outlet 
channels (14, 24). 

6. A dispensing pump according to one of the claims 1 to 
5, characteriZed in that the piston section (11) of the piston 
body (10) is implemented as an attachable piston (11‘). 
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7. A dispensing pump according to claim 6, characterized 
in that the piston (11‘) is coaxially attached to a tubular outlet 
channel section of the piston body (10) and that it is secured 
in position by a snap-in connection. 

8. A dispenser for dispensing ?oWable, e.g. ?uid and/or 
pasty media, comprising a storage container (1, 101) pro 
vided With a storage chamber for accommodating the 
medium to be dispensed, a head piece (2, 102, 202) provided 
With a dispensing opening, and a pumping means provided 
With a pump chamber delimited by check valves on the inlet 
as Well as on the outlet side thereof, the pumping means 
being implemented as a modular dispensing pump and being 
adapted to be connected to the head piece and/or the storage 
container via locking connections or screW connections. 

9. A dispenser according to claim 8, characteriZed in that 
the pumping means (3) is held betWeen the storage container 
(1) and the head piece 

10. Adispenser according to claim 8 or 9, characteriZed in 
that the pumping means (3) is provided With at least one 
fastening projection (25) abutting on the storage container 
(1) With one side thereof and on the head piece (2) With the 
other side thereof so as to secure the pumping means (3) in 
position in the assembled condition of the dispenser. 

11. A dispenser according to one of the claims 8 to 10, 
characteriZed in that the storage container (1) has a cylin 
drical shape, that a suitably shaped folloW-up piston (4) is 
arranged in the storage chamber (5) of the storage container 
(4), and that the storage container (1) has an upper opening 
(6) at the top, said upper opening (6) extending across the 
Whole cross-section of the storage chamber. 

12. A dispenser according to one of the claims 8 to 11, 
characteriZed in that the pumping means (3) is implemented 
according to one of the claims 1 to 8, each fastening 
projection (25) of the pumping means (3) being provided on 
a radial outer Wall of a dispensing-pump part arranged on the 
side of the storage container. 

13. A dispenser according to one of the claims 8 to 12, 
characteriZed in that, in the assembled condition of the 
dispenser, the head piece (2) is arranged directly on the 
storage container (1) thus enclosing the pumping means 

14. A dispenser according to one of the claims 8 to 13, 
characteriZed in that the pumping means (3) is implemented 
according to one of the claims 1 to 8, the pumping-means 
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part arranged on the side of the storage chamber being 
secured to the storage container (101) in the assembled 
condition of the dispenser. 

15. A dispenser according to one of the claims 8 to 14, 
characteriZed in that the storage container (1, 101) is cylin 
drical in shape and has at the top end thereof an upper 
opening (6, 106) extending across the Whole cross-section of 
the storage chamber, and that a belloWs (150) enclosing the 
medium to be dispensed is arranged in the storage container. 

16. A dispenser according to claim 15, characteriZed in 
that the belloWs (150) is adapted to be inserted into the 
storage container (101) through the upper opening (106) and 
that it is adapted to be secured in position on the storage 
container (101) by means of a holding section (151). 

17. Adispenser according to claim 15 or 16, characteriZed 
in that the belloWs (150) has at the top end thereof a 
connection piece (152) for connecting the belloWs (150) to 
an inlet channel (124) of the pumping means 

18. A dispenser according to one of the claims 15 to 17, 
characteriZed in that the belloWs (150) is provided With a 
bottom ?ange (154) having a ?exible, radially outer annular 
section (155) Which is folloWed by folds (156) of the belloWs 
(150), and that, in the empty condition of the corrugated 
belloWs (150), the ?exible annular section (155) is deformed 
by the abutting folds (156) in a direction opposite to the 
direction of emptying. 

19. A dispenser unit-assembly system comprising head 
pieces (2, 102, 202), storage containers (1, 101) and at least 
one pumping means (3), a respective head piece, storage 
container and dispensing pump de?ning together a dispenser 
in the case of Which various head pieces can be combined 
With the same pumping means 

20. A dispenser unit-assembly system according to claim 
17, characteriZed in that various storage containers can be 
combined With the same pumping means 

21. A dispenser unit-assembly system according to claim 
17 or 18, characteriZed in that the pumping means (3) is 
implemented according to at least one of the claims 1 to 8. 

22. A dispenser unit-assembly system according to claim 
21, characteriZed in that the same piston body (10) can be 
combined With various cylinder bodies (20, 120). 

* * * * * 


